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Introduction
Polymer Nano composites have attracted industrial interest in 

recent years. Carbon nanotubes are the precise choice as filler for both 
structural and practical applications due to the fact produce a dramatic 
development in homes of polymers at very low filler loading. This 
bankruptcy presents a complete evaluate of the recent studies related 
to specific strategies of fabrication of CNT-reinforced inclusive of 
solution mixing, melt blending, and in situ polymerization. A few new 
methods, such as layer-by-layer and buckeye paper routes also are 
discussed to provide new perception into fabrication of polymer Nano 
composites. Electric, mechanical, and thermal houses of CNT-
reinforced are also discussed in short. The capacity packages of these 
Nano composites are also addressed in short in a try and facilitate the 
progress in this rising vicinity. The demanding situations and future 
research instructions for attaining high-overall performance given 
magnetic houses through the addition of magnetic substances 
including iron-based species. One of the many applications of is to 
function particularly efficient, fairly kinetic, and recyclable Nano 
adsorbents for waste water remediation. That allows you to recognize 
the remediation process and the physicochemical mechanisms of the 
interactions among the waste species and the minces, the destiny of 
the magnetic components, which includes iron species is of crucial 
significance. Mossbauer spectroscopy as a completely unique

movement-based totally, exceptionally sensitive spectroscopic 
technique that enables to elucidate the destiny of iron fillers Polymer 
Nano composites were acknowledged to exist for many years. Yet, the 
dearth of powerful characterization equipment had checked an 
intensive knowledge of their material behaviors, thereby restricting the 
economic significance. however, in latest years, fast advancement in 
polymer Nano composite technology, catalyzed by way of the 
evolution of newer theories and strategies associated with their 
synthesis and characterization, has enabled the human race to 
understand in addition and deeper into the roots of such hybrid 
technology. As a result, electron microscopes coupled with various 
other spectral equipment have all escalated the research and 
improvement sports in polymer Nano composite era. Hence, this 
chapter summarizes some of the imperative gear and strategies adopted 
in the direction of characterizing polymer-based clever composites 
Nano composites for optical, optoelectronic, and energy-related 
applications. Their packages are discussed into two essential classes, 
which are strength era and power storage including thermoelectric 
generators, solar photovoltaic cellular, super capacitor, fuel cells, and 
hydrogen storage Homogeneous nan fillers distribution effects in 
progressed residences of the acquired polymer Nano composites. But 
tendency of nanomaterial’s for agglomeration due to the sturdy van der 
Waals forces between the debris outcomes in deterioration within the 
polymer Nan composites residences. It’s far now well hooked up that 
for higher dispersion of nanomaterial in polymer matrices, the 
nanomaterial may be floor changed and functionalized. Floor change 
and functionalization of nanomaterial’s enhance interfacial interaction 
or compatibility among the polymer matrix and the filler that this 
results in higher dispersion to broaden high-performance Nan 
composites for superior applications. Discontinuous phase that display 
several advantages in mechanical, electric powered and optical homes 
compared with person additives. Those particular and unmatchable 
charming houses of p.c. have attracted substantial interest of scientists 
around the globe in current years. With minimal effort, the % may be 
synthesized in diverse Nano scale paperwork, which permits education 
of numerous novel chemical and organic sensors to be fabricated.
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